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Abstract
In this paper were studied opportunities of using fuzzy sets
theory for constructing an appropriate load balancing model in
Exascale distributed systems. The occurrence of dynamic and
interactive events in multicore computing systems leads to uncertainty. As the fuzzy logic-based solutions allow the management of uncertain environments, there are several approaches
and useful challenges for the development of load balancing
models in Exascale computing systems.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the progress in science and industry, while the fast development of
computational re-sources, requires the thoroughgoing operation system to manage
the Exascale computing systems with the dynamic nature of processes and resources
(Stone et al., 2010). The main problem related to the operation in Exascale systems
corresponds to the dynamic and interactive nature of the exe-cuted process and computational resources (Saleh et al., 2018). Dynamic changing of the process requirements and resource attributes during the runtime makes it complicated to manage the
computing systems, consequently successful operation of load balancing, resource
discovery, and process migration.
It is essential to design and develop an automated load balancing method to manage the execution of dynamic and interactive scientific problems defined recently
(Mirtaheri & Grandinetti, 2017). Dynamic changing of the loads on the computing machines and restrictions of the information about process requirements after dynamic
and interactive event occurrence makes it necessary to propose the algorithms for
automatization of the load balancing process using artificial intelligence algorithms
with high-level intelligence. As a solution, many researchers proposed to use searchbased, variable-based and logic-based techniques for reliable load balancing algorithms (Bakhishoff et al., 2020; Mao et al., 2014; Setia et al., 2009). This paper highlighted approaches using fuzzy sets theory as the primary logic-based model for dynamic
load balancing, which war-ranties the solution with high-level intelligence and stability.
In the third section, different ap-proaches for dynamic load balancing were analyzed
using the fuzzy logic approach.
Another main problem of Exascale computing systems is related to the failures
of the resource dis-covery process after dynamic and interactive event occurrence
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(Adibi & Khaneghah, 2021). The het-erogeneity and dynamic nature of computational resources in high-performance computing sys-tems require more intellectual approaches to perfectly manage the resource discovery process and reduce the required time. For this purpose, researchers investigated different approaches using
da-ta analysis, evolutionary algorithms, linear algebra, and different methodologies
(Adibi & Khaneghah, 2020; Ma et al., 2011; Vaithiya et al., 2013). Section 4 analyzes
the possibilities of ap-plying the fuzzy logic-based solution to resource discovery in
heterogeneous systems.
The complexity of the current scientific and industrial programs and their dynamic
interactive na-ture requires new solutions for their realization in Exascale computing
systems (Khaneghah et al., 2018). The most exciting approaches for the solution of
this problem, i.e., to find the appropriate process migration method, are based on the
usage of the evolutionary algorithms and finding the way for migration by evaluation of
the individuals from the search space (Hui & Yong, 2014; Shravya et al., 2017). The uncertainty and vagueness in the process and computational environment make it possible to find solutions by applying the fuzzy logic approach described in the fifth section.
2. Related Work
Increasing the number of IoT users and the necessity of executing high-intensive
applications make it necessary to develop progressive methods for managing heterogeneous and dynamic computing systems (Haibeh et al., 2022). The main challenge in
applying heterogeneous computing systems is automating the executing process and
reducing human involvement (Di Girolamo et al., 2022).
Much work has been devoted to the optimal task scheduling problem stable for the
dynamic and interactive events. For determination of the best assignment between
processes and resources in the heterogeneous systems where existing problems for
definition of the precise process require-ments and resource attributes, it is necessary
to apply self-learning algorithms that will be able to observe the system during some
period and start to make decisions during the dynamic and inter-active event occurrence. Many researchers have used different methodologies of supervised learn-ing,
unsupervised learning, clustering, and soft computing to realize the load balancing
process in distributed computing systems (Lin et al., 2019; Negi et al., 2021; Oikawa
et al., 2020). Using the bipartite graphs approach also solve the problem related to the
control of multi-energy systems which requires execution of the multiple simulation task
blocks and processes and task scheduling problem during the complete life cycle of
the system (Tang et al., 2022).
Proposed approaches try to solve the problem related to the heterogeneity of the
computing envi-ronment and the dynamicity of the executed processes and resources. Although there are benefi-cial results by applying the methodologies mentioned
above, we can still define many problems for successfully implementing the dynamic
processes in distributed computing systems. For this pur-pose, this paper analyzed
different efforts to apply the fuzzy logic-based approaches to solve the problems of
heterogeneous and dynamic environments and discussed possibilities of improving
these methods by increasing their intelligence level using logic-based artificial intelligence tech-nologies.
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3. Load Balancing
As in heterogeneous computing systems, load balancing meets difficult to make
decisions in case of uncertain information, and inconsistency fuzzy logic-based approach can lead to the valua-ble results. Different researchers applied fuzzy inference
systems for optimization of the load bal-ancing in dynamic and heterogeneous computing systems; they evaluated the response time of the load balancing using different
defuzzification methods, different types of membership functions, different fuzzy inference models, etc. (Ali & Bagchi, 2018; Barazandeh et al., 2009; Rantonen et al., 2010).
Some researchers applied hybrid methods such as adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system, which combines the learning ability of neural networks and explainable activity
of fuzzy inference system. A combination of advantages of these two techniques of soft
computing allows us to make better decisions for load balancing using fewer data and
knowledge (Chourasia & Silakari, 2021; Han et al., 2005; Suresh et al., 2014).
Perfect matching between resources and computing machines for minimizing the
response time and maximizing the resource usage in distributed computing systems
can be solved by graph modeling. It is possible to define resources and processes
set as two different sets of bipartite graphs and to apply different algorithms for perfect
matching. To apply the matching algorithms, it is necessary to define weights of the
edges between graph nodes, for weight calculation can be used similarities between
the resource attribute and process requirement vectors. In heterogene-ous systems,
when the nature of the executed processes and involved resources is dynamic, it is
not very easy to calculate these weights and apply maximum matching algorithms.
Some works investigated ways to manage the load balancing using fuzzy graphs (Ahn
& Youn, 2005; Dun et al., 2020).
4. Resource Discovery
One of the most used solutions for resource discovery in distributed computing
systems based on using the clustering techniques, fuzzy clustering methods are beneficial for solving this problem in heterogeneous systems such as fog computing (Bharti
et al., 2018; Kalaiselvi & Selvi, 2020). De-cision-making to determine the appropriate computing nodes using uncertain information can also be solved using fuzzy logic-based decision-making systems (Cai et al., 2010; Gharajeh, 2021).
For determination of the appropriate resources among the computing nodes with
dynamic na-ture in heterogeneous computing systems have been successfully used
methods of soft computing such as fuzzy inference systems, neural networks, evolutionary algorithms, especially for resource discovery in grid environment (Chen et al.,
2004; Ma et al., 2011; Neri et al., 2007).
Although the application of the approaches mentioned above for dynamic resource
discovery in distributed computing systems makes improvements in reducing the
response time, there are still some drawbacks related to the finding of the optimal
solutions for the problem. Different models developed based on the fuzzy sets theory
have an availability to improve resource discovery during uncertain information and
inconsistency. For example, the improvement of the approaches using fuzzy clustering
methodologies can be upgraded by applying fuzzy ranking algorithms (Tiwari et al.,
2020).
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5. Process Migration
Increasing usage of mobile devices, the progress of the Internet of Things, and
the necessity for improving edge computing systems enforce the development of new
methodologies for optimizing the process migration phase of distributed computing
systems. The ability to eliminate the uncer-tain and inconsistent situation of the fuzzy
logic-based approach makes it possible to use them to determine the most appropriate method for process migration in heterogeneous distributed sys-tems (Ramezani et
al., 2016; Wu et al., 2014).
Fuzzy logic-based models allow us to evaluate priorities and make decisions for the
optimal process migration model to find the most appropriate migration method and
path in the heteroge-neous systems with dynamic processes and computing nodes
(Kulkarni et al., 2017; Singla et al., 2015). Another exciting approach is made using
fuzzy transfer learning to determine the most in-formative process requirements for the
determination of the optimal process migration model and path (Wu et al., 2020).
6. Conclusion
Exascale computing systems are characterized by the dynamic nature of the executed processes related to the current need for scientific computing, and the heterogeneity of the computational nodes requires applying more progressive methods with
a high intelligence level. Fuzzy sets theory, with its ability to control during uncertain
information and inconsistency, additionally possibility of its combination with the different methodologies of the soft computing and development of the hybrid intellectual
systems provides a good possibility for optimization of the load balancing, re-source
discovery, and process migration problems in dynamic computing systems. Although
many efforts have been made to optimize the computing process in multi-core systems
with the dynamic processes using the fuzzy logic-based approach, there are still many
possibilities to apply this branch of soft computing to optimize the exascale computing
systems. Usage of the fuzzy graphs for task scheduling, fuzzy Bayesian inference
networks, or fuzzy decision-making models can im-prove the control of all computing
steps in multi-core systems with a dynamic and interactive nature.
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